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Catalytically active carbons derived from plant biomass are conducive to the construction

of renewable energy source system and utilization of sustainable resources. In this

article, natural cattail fibers are used to fabricate porous nitrogen-doped carbon via

direct chemical activation and heteroatom modification treatments. The graphene-like

sheets from biomass pyrolysis are assembled into three-dimensional carbon frameworks.

The chemical activation of KHCO3 generated unique porous structure and N-containing

molecules pyrolysis modification provided nitrogen doping atoms. High surface area

up to 2,345 m2
·g−1 with simultaneous hierarchical pores (from micro to meso and

macro) with abundant edge defects are achieved for these carbon materials. These

materials have a very large external surface area up to 1,773 m2
·g−1. The above strategy

exhibits a significant synergistic effect on the improvement of catalytic properties toward

hydrogen evolution reaction and oxygen reduction reaction. The small over potentials

and Tafel slopes of these catalytically active carbons demonstrate excellent potential

applications in renewable energy conversion and storage systems. This research

established a new link among environmental improvement, biomass conversion and

renewable energy utilization.

Keywords: nitrogen-doped carbon, hierarchical pores, biomass pyrolysis, hydrogen evolution reaction (HER),

oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), catalytic active carbon

INTRODUCTION

The carbon cycle in nature provides us with a useful resource and energy warehouse. The useful
content should be taken out from the carbon cycle based on plant biomass for human society
development. The harvest of renewable energy, extraction of chemical resource, and fabrication
of functional material from bulk biomass is a promising research direction. It is one of the
important industrial ways for plant biomass conversion to produce commercial activated carbon
with adsorption properties and supports for heterogeneous catalyst active components (Deng
et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2018). It is interesting to note that the catalytic active
material obtained from biomass will be beneficial to the formation of a perfect self-consistent
cycle system. The elemental components in plant biomass, especially the structural uniqueness,
provide a rich development space for the design of efficient active catalysts for renewable energy
conversion and storage (Yu et al., 2016; Long et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018). Nanocarbon catalysts
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with atomic-molecular level adjustable structures, excellent
electronic conductivity, tailorable physicochemical properties
and robust mechanical-chemical stability, exhibit promising
potential of building an efficient catalytic system (Liu et al., 2018;
Sun et al., 2018).

Several electrochemical processes, such as the hydrogen
evolution reaction (HER) and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR),
are of importance for the building of efficiently harvest, storage,
and conversion system for renewable energy (Huang et al., 2018;
Xiao et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019). The sluggish kinetics of
these electrochemical processes in overall water splitting, fuel
cells and rechargeable metal-air batteries, are main problem for
their extensive commercial reach. A critical strategy to boost the
electrocatalytic activity is to adjust their chemical compositions
and structures of carbon catalysts at atomic-molecular level. The
pristine carbon materials lack appropriate adsorption capability
or enough catalytic active sites for reactants and products.
It is necessary to expand the exposure number of catalytic
active sites and improve the intrinsic catalytic activity of carbon
materials via the catalytic active site engineering and defect
engineering (Gu et al., 2018; Hao et al., 2018; Ou et al., 2018;
Zhuang et al., 2018; Jin et al., 2019). The intrinsic activity,
number of active sites and exposure of efficient active sites
on catalyst surface can be improved significantly by suitably
surface adjusting and modification strategy. Heteroatom doping
will disturb the electronic distribution state of catalyst surface,
increase the electronic conductivity, adjust the adsorption energy
barrier and enhance the intrinsic catalytic activity of materials
(Ishii et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017a; Fu et al., 2019; Zhou
et al., 2019). The nitrogen doping has been recognized as an
effective strategy for carbon catalysts to improve their intrinsic
activity toward electro catalytic reactions (Singh et al., 2017; Li
et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2018). The construction and adjusting
of pore structure can enhance the exposure of active sites in
carbon catalysts and improve the utilization efficiency of active
sites via promote the diffusion and adsorption processes (Wang
et al., 2017b; Xu et al., 2018). The edge defects also can be
constructed via the effective chemical activation approach (Hao
et al., 2018). The above strategy should be adopted together
to promisingly optimize the structure and performances of
biomass-derived carbon catalysts. In terms of the production
route, those traditional manufactures of activated carbon are
generally involved some pretreatment including hydrothermal or
roasting, followed by chemical modification. Complex operation
steps lead high energy consumption and economic costs.

In this article, we are trying to provide a new link or important
branch in the construction of a plant biomass-based energy
resource system based on carbon cycle. The plant biomass
derived catalytically active carbon (CAC) is used as a platform
to regulate and amplify the catalytic sites via direct chemical
activation-carbonization and heteroatom-doping modification
strategy. CAC is defined as carbon materials consisting of
only non-metallic elements with somewhat activity of catalytic
chemical reaction. The new idea is confirmed by the excellent
catalytic performances of the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)
and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), two important reaction
processes for the renewable energy harvesting, fuel cells and

metal-air batteries. It is feasible to use the CAC-based on plant
biomass branch for energy storage and conversion. This research
will be beneficial to reduce human society’s dependence on
traditional non-renewable fossil fuels.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Preparation of Materials
Cattail fibers (2.55 g) were sufficiently ground with KHCO3

(10.20 g) to mix uniformly. Then the mixture was calcinated
at 900◦C for 2 h with a heating ramp of 5◦C·min−1 in N2

atmosphere. After being cooled to room temperature naturally,
the sample was slowly added to HCl solution (150mL, 18.5 wt%)
and stirred for 6 h at room temperature. After being filtered
and washed with water, the hierarchically porous carbon fibers
were obtained and denoted as HPCF. The HPCF (0.1 g) were
pretreated in HNO3 (65 wt%, 30mL) at room temperature for
40min, washed with water and dried at 100◦C. The treated
sample (0.09 g) were added into hot melamine solution (0.333 g,
33mL) and stirred for 10min to disperse uniformly. Then
the mixture was transferred into a Teflon-lined steel autoclave
(50mL), heated to 100◦C and held for 320min. After being
filtered and dried, the compound was annealed at 400◦C for 2 h,
followed by heating to 550◦C and kept for another 3 h with a
heating rate of 2.3◦C·min−1 in N2 atmosphere. After being cooled
naturally, the N-doped hierarchically porous carbon fibers were
generated and denoted as NHPCF. NCF was prepared as contrast
sample via a similar procedure of NHPCF without the addition
of KHCO3.

Characterization
The morphologies of the as-prepared materials were studied
by using transmission electron microscope (TEM, FEI Tecnai
G2 F20 S-TWIN electron microscope, operating at 200 kV),
combined with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
and scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss Ultra 55). The
atom force micro analysis was conducted on a MFP-3D Infinity
Asylum Research AFM (AFM, Oxford Instruments). The phase
structures of products were characterized with X–ray diffraction
(XRD, Bruker D8 advance with Cu Kα, λ = 1.5418 Å). Raman
spectra were recorded on a Renishaw RM−1000 with Ar-ion
laser (λ = 514 nm, power = 50 mW). Fourier transform
infrared (FT-IR) spectra were carried out by using a Nicolet 380
spectrometer. X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) were executed
by applying a PHI quantera SXM spectrometer (Al excitation
source, Kα = 1486.60 eV), where binding energies were calibrated
by referencing the C1s peak (284.8 eV) to reduce the sample
charge effect. The N2 sorption isotherms were measured by
employing surface area and poresize analyzer (ASAP2420-4MP,
Micromeritics, USA) at 77K. From the adsorption branch of
isotherm curves in the P/P◦ range of 0.05–0.35, the specific
surface areas (SBET) of samples were calculated by themulti-point
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method. The t-plot method was
used to calculate the microporous volume (Vmicro), microporous
area (Smicro), and exteranal area (Sexternal). The single point
total pore volume (V total) was determined from the amount
adsorbed at the relative pressure of about 0.999. The pore size
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distribution was evaluated by the non-localized density function
theory (NLDFT)method. Elemental analysis (EA) of samples was
operated by using the elementar vario (Thermo Flash EA 1112).

Electrochemical Measurements
Electro catalytic hydrogen evolution reaction(HER) and oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR) measurements were performed in a
three-electrode system at 25◦C, and the data were recorded using
a CHI 760E electrochemistry workstation coupled with a rotating
ring-disk electrode (RRDE) system (Pine Instruments Co. Ltd.,
USA). The reference electrode for HER andORRwere a saturated
calomel electrode (SCE) and a Hg/HgO electrode, respectively.
The counter electrodes for HER and ORR were a graphite rod
and a platinum wire, respectively. The potentials for HER and
ORR were referenced to reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) by
following calculations (1) and (2), respectively:

E(vs.RHE) = E(vs.SCE)+ 0.241+ 0.059pH (1)

E(vs.RHE) = E(vs.Hg/HgO)+ 0.098+ 0.059pH (2)

In order to obtain catalytic ink, catalysts (3mg) were put into
mixed solution containing ethanol (500 µL) and nafion (0.5
wt%, 50 µL). Then the mixture was sonicated for 40min to
obtain a homogeneous ink. The dispersion (15 µL, including
82 µg catalyst) was transferred onto a polished glassy carbon
electrode (5mm diameter), and dried at room temperature. The
glassy carbon electrodes well-proportioned coated with samples
(loading amount of 0.417 mg·cm−2) were used as the working
electrode. Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was conducted in
H2-saturated 0.5M H2SO4 for HER and O2-saturated 0.1M
KOH for ORR at a scan rate of 5 mV·s−1. The presented
current density was normalized to the geometric surface area of
electrodes. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was
carried out at 1,600 rpm in the frequency region of 0.025–
100,000Hz. The poison tests for ORR were performed in mixed
solution containing KOH (0.1M) and CH3OH (1M). Rotating
ring disk electrode (RRDE) measurements were carried out in
O2-saturated KOH (0.1M) at 1,600 rpm with a scan rate of
5 mV·s−1, and the potential of the Pt ring was set at 1.5 V
(vs RHE). The electron transfer number (n) and the yield of
hydrogen peroxide released during ORR were calculated based
on the following equation:

n = 4×
ID

ID + IR/N
(3)

[H2O2] % = 200×
IR/N

IR/N + ID
(4)

Where ID is the disk current, IR is the ring current, and
N is the collection coefficient of the Pt ring (N = 0.37).
Commercial Pt/C catalysts were used as a reference to evaluate
the electrocatalytic performance of various samples. CV cycles

with different scan rates were measured during the potential
window to estimate the double layer capacitance (Cdl) and then
to calculate the electrochemically active surface area (ECSA). The
working electrode was held at each potential vertex for 10 s before
beginning the next sweep. The ECSA were determined according
to the following equations:

ECSA = Cdl/Cs (5)

Where Cs is the specific capacitance value for a flat standard with
1 cm2 of real surface area. The general value of Cs is 20.9µF·cm−2

for the ECSA calculation of carbon materials.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A two-step method is designed and used to prepare NHPCF. The
formation steps of NHPCF are illustrated in Figure 1A. Firstly,
KHCO3 is used as activator to promote the carbonization of
cattail spike. This step is obviously different from those previous
reporting works, in which pre-carbonization or hydrothermal
treatment often is necessary. The main possible reactions are
proposed to revolve around some redox steps (Experimental
section for details). In these steps, mesopores and micropores
are produced by the reaction between activator and as-formed
carbon intermediate. The chemical reaction between carbon
and activator generates more micropore. The formation of
CO2 gas expands carbon to create mesopore. Macropores are
generated by the expansion of gas products. Thus, the carbon
materials (HPCF) possessing hierarchical pores are obtained
during the chemical activation process. Then, the nitrogen source
is introduced to HPCF for the formation of N-doped porous
carbon. Finally, NHPCF possessing hierarchical porous structure
and N elements is acquired successfully. No toxic volatile
organic solvents and dangerous reagents are used throughout the
preparation process.

The morphology and structure of the samples are investigated
by SEM, TEM and AFM analysis. The SEM images of cattail
fibers displayed tubular morphology with smooth surface
(Figures S1a,b). No pore can be observed in the structure
of cattail fibers. NCF showed similar morphology to that of
cattail fibers, demonstrating that N-doping modification and
carbonization treatment had little effect on the structure of
material (Figure S1c). It could be seen that NCF exhibited
sheet-like structure, and there is no obvious surface pore
(Figure S1d). Significantly, HPCF showed three-dimensional
carbon frameworks network structure with macropores after
KHCO3 activation at 900◦C (Figure S1e). Porous carbon sheets
are confirmed via TEM image of HPCF, which indicated the
important effect of KHCO3 on the structural transformation of
materials (Figure S1f). After N-doping modification, NHPCF
presented analogous 3D network structure and porous carbon
sheets to that of HPCF (Figures 1B–E). Porous structure is
beneficial for the increasing of the surface areas of materials
and fully exposure of edge-defective and in-plane active sites
for catalytic reaction. The EDX elemental mappings obviously
showed that the C, O and N elements of NHPCF are
homogeneously distributed in the framework (Figures 1F–I).
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FIGURE 1 | The (A) Preparation of NHPCF from cattail spikes, (B–E) TEM images, (F) HAADF images, (G–I) EDX elemental mapping images of NHPCF, (J,K) SEM

image, (L) AFM image, and (M,N) the corresponding height profiles of NHPCF.

These EDX images and EDX spectrum image (Figure S2) proved
that N elements are successfully doped into carbon framework
of NHPCF. The 3D network structure with macropores of
NHPCF is confirmed by SEM images (Figures 1J,K). The sheet-
thickness of NHPCF is probed by AFM analysis (Figures 1M,N).
The images revealed that some macropore structure existed in
NHPCF (Figure 1L), which is consistent with SEM images. The
line scan profiles showed an average layer thickness of 2 nm for
NHPCF (Figures 1M,N). The average thickness is in accordance
with the thickness of other reported carbon materials (Wu et al.,
2009; Shen et al., 2013; Amiinu et al., 2016). Porous carbon
thin sheets stacked up to generate a lot of defects. This stack
structure may be useful for the improvement of their potential
catalytic activity.

The XRD patterns of NCF, HPCF, and NHPCF are displayed
in Figure 2A. It could be seen that they exhibited similar
diffraction peaks. The two broad peaks at about 24.5◦ and 43.5◦

are ascribed to the (002) and (100) lattice plane of carbon
phase, respectively (JCPDS, No.75-1621) (Xie et al., 2016). The
results suggested the formation of most amorphous or disordered
carbon in samples. The characteristic peak of NHPCF moved
a little to the left, indicating gradually increasing lattice of
graphene sheets. This may be caused by to the wrinkle structure
of nitrogen doped carbon. In addition, small-angle diffraction
pattern revealed that NHPCF presents good layer structure
(the inset in Figure 2A). According to the Bragg equation, the
interlayer spacing is 16.4 nm. The interlayer spacing from XRD
patterns is completely in accordance with the lamellar thickness
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FIGURE 2 | (A) XRD patterns of NCF, HPCF, and NHPCF (inset shows small angle XRD of NHPCF), (B) Raman spectra, (C) FT-IR spectra of NCF, HPCF, and NHPCF,

(D) XPS survey spectra of HPCF, and NHPCF, (E–G) C1s spectra, O1s spectra, and N1s spectra of NHPCF, (H) Nitrogen adsorption-desorption isotherms and (I)

pore size distributions calculated by NLDFT method of NCF, HPCF, and NHPCF.

from TEM observation. Raman spectra are also collected to
further confirm the graphitic degree of samples (Figure 2B).
It is observed that all the samples displayed similar spectrum.
The D bands centered at 1,353 cm−1 are attributed to the
disordered/defective structure of carbon; while the G bands
centered at 1,588 cm−1 are due to the graphitic sp2 carbon
(Sheng et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2016). The ID/IG values are
1.19, 1.04, and 1.14 for NCF, HPCF, and NHPCF, respectively.
Compared with HPCF, the higher ID/IG value of NHPCF showed
that carbon confusion degree increased and generated more
structural defects after N-doping modification treatment. It often
is beneficial for the boosting of electrochemical catalytic activity
(Liang et al., 2015). FT-IR spectra are collected to qualitatively
study the chemical functional groups of samples (Figure 2C).
The peaks at 3,435 cm−1 for all samples are owing to the O–H
stretching vibration (adsorbed water or hydroxyl groups) (Zhao

et al., 2015). The peaks at 1,241–1,636 cm−1 of NCF are typical
aromatic heterocyclic C-N stretching vibration (Tian et al., 2014).
The peak near 806 cm−1 of NCF derived from C3N4 fragment
(Peng et al., 2016). Compared with NCF, it can be clearly seen
that some peaks of HPCF and NHPCF diminish or disappear.
This phenomenon is due to dehydration or corrosion function
during the KHCO3 activation process. For NHPCF, the peak near
1,635 cm−1 is ascribed to C=O stretching vibration (Gao et al.,
2017). The peak around 1,458 cm−1 is due to C=C or C=N
bands (Zhang et al., 2015). The broad peaks centered at 1,116
cm−1 are the characteristic of C–O bonds (Gao et al., 2017).
The results revealed that N elements are doped successfully into
the framework of NHPCF, which may have a positive impact in
improving the electrochemical performance (Gao et al., 2017).

XPSmeasurements are carried out to further probe the surface
chemical compositions of samples. The XPS survey spectrum
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revealed the existence of C, O and N elements in NHPCF
(Figure 2D). The C1s spectrum of NHPCF can be deconvoluted
into four peaks, ascribing to the sp2-hybridized graphitic carbon
C-C/C=C (284.2 eV), C-N (285.4 eV), C=O (286.9 eV) and O-
C=O (290.0 eV), respectively (Figure 2E) (Guo et al., 2015). The
O1s spectrum of NHPCF could be fitted into four peaks which
are due to C=O (530.9 eV), C-O-C (531.8 eV), C-O-N (532.7 eV),
and O-H (533.5 eV), respectively (Figure 2F) (Perazzolo et al.,
2015). The N1s spectrum of NHPCF displayed four characteristic
peaks, which are attributed to pyridinic-N (398.3 eV), pyrrolic-N
(399.7 eV), graphitized-N (401.4 eV), and oxidized N (403.5 eV),
respectively (Figure 2G) (Sun et al., 2017). These results further
proved that N elements are successfully doped into the carbon
material. Pyridine-N is conductive to fast charge-transfer rate
and the high surface polarity that had significant effects in
the electrocatalytic processes. Based on elemental analysis, the
atomic percentage of N elements for HPCF, NHPCF, and NCF
are 0.49, 6.35, and 5.48%, respectively (Table S1). The N ratios
from XPS spectra are 0.62 and 7.43% for HPCF and NHPCF,
respectively (Table S2). The results indicated that the N element
is obviously doped into the NHPCF through hydrothermal and
calcinations process.

The porosities of NCF, HPCF and NHPCF are further
researched by N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms. Typical
mixture of I and IV adsorption isotherm curves with E
hysteresis loop according to the IUPAC classification, indicate
the coexistence of micropores and mesopores (Figure 2H). The
specific surface area of NCF, HPCF, and NHPCF are 622, 2,338,
and 2,345 m2

·g−1, respectively. The micro area and external
surface area are 555 and 67, 626, and 1,712 m2

·g−1, 572
and 1,773 m2

·g−1 for NCF, HPCF, and NHPCF, respectively
(Table S3). The increased ratio of external surface area indicated
that the activation of KHCO3 played an important role in
the formation of mesopores during pyrolysis process. After
N-doping modification, NHPCF showed decreased micro area
and increased external surface area compared with HPCF. The
results revealed that N elements are doped into micropores and
generated defects to produce mesopores. In addition, the pore
size distribution curves also proved the hierarchically porous
structure. The pore size distribution curves of samples via
NLDFT method show the pore size ranging from 0.4 to 4.0 nm
(Figure 2I). The micropores may be generated by the escape of
gas during the reaction process. Due to the chemical activation
of KHCO3 and N-doping modification, NHPCF possesses large
surface area, hierarchically porous structures andmore structural
defects. These textual features are beneficial to the exposure
of more active sites and facilitate mass transport and electron
transfer during the electrocatalytic process (Liu et al., 2016).

LSV curves for samples are firstly measured in 0.5M
H2SO4 solution with scan rate of 5 mV·s−1 (Figure 3A).
Unquestionably, Pt/C exhibited the highest activity with
smallest overpotentials. NHPCF electrode displayed small onset
overpotential of 80mV and needed low overpotential of
150mV to afford current density of 10 mA·cm−2. HPCF and
NCF showed higher overpotentials of 330mV and 300mV
at 10 mA·cm−2, respectively. The HER activity of samples is

also evaluated through Tafel plots (Figure 3B). The measured
value for NCF, HPCF and NHPCF is 255, 150, and 89
mV·dec−1, respectively. The Tafel slope hinted that a Volmer-
Heyrovsky mechanism may be involved for HER on this
carbon electrode (Oh et al., 2016). The low Tafel slope and
small overpotential of NHPCF suggested its excellent catalytic
performances. These results demonstrated that the HER activity
of NHPCF is significantly enhanced through chemical-activation
and N-doping modification treatments (Zhang et al., 2016a).
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements
of all samples are carried out to explore the charge transfer
kinetics during HER processes (Figure 3C). Compared with
NCF and HPCF, NHPCF had smallest charge transfer resistance
(Rct) of 5.91�. The lower Rct means the faster electron
transfer rate in electrochemical process. In addition, the
chronoamperometry test is recorded at −0.15V (vs. RHE)
to evaluate the electrochemical stability of NHPCF. NHPCF
exhibited high current retention over 90% after long-term cycles
for 18 h (Figure 3D). After the continuous CVs at 100 mV·s−1

for 2,000 cycles, the LSV curves of NHPCF had a negligible shift
of 0.007V to reach a current density of 10 mA·cm−2 (the inset
I in Figure 3D). The above results illustrated that NHPCF had
good catalytic stability for HER. ECSA is considered to be a
useful parameter to reflect the exposure degree of the active sites
of electro catalysts (Zuo et al., 2017). The Cdl of NCF, HPCF
and NHPCF are calculated from CV curves with different sweep
speeds in 0.5M H2SO4 solution (Figure 3E and Figures S3a,c)
(Benck et al., 2012). The CV curves for these samples are close
to rectangular shape, indicating good conductivity and strong
ability of the electrolyte transport. The Cdl of NHPCF is obtained
to be 90.79 mF·cm−2 by calculating the slope from the fitted
line (Figure 3F), which is close to that of NCF (100 mF·cm−2)
and HPCF (98.83 mF·cm−2) (Figures S3b,d). Therefore, the
ECSA calculated from Cdl of NCF, HPCF and NHPCF are
478.5, 472.9, and 434.4 m2

·g−1, which are close to each other.
Due to the chemical activation and N-doping modification,
more electrochemical active sites with high intrinsic activity
of NHPCF electrode are utilized during the electro catalytic
process. These results are consistent with the catalytic properties
of various samples.

CV measurements are firstly performed to learn the ORR
catalytic activity of samples (Figures S4a–c). All of catalysts
showed obvious cathodic ORR peaks in O2-saturated KOH
solution (0.1M), but no any in N2-saturated KOH (0.1M).
Compared with NCF and HPCF, NHPCF presented a more
positive peak potential, indicating its higher catalytic activity.
To further study the ORR electrocatalytic process, LSV curves
of NCF, HPCF, NHPCF, and Pt/C (20%) are tested by rotating
disk electrode (RDE) in O2-saturated KOH solution (0.1M)
at 1,600 rpm (Figure 4A). NHPCF exhibited preferable activity
toward ORR among these catalysts. The onset potential and the
half-wave potential of NHPCF are 0.92 and 0.82V, respectively,
which are close to that of Pt/C. Because of the overcoming
of diffusion limitation, NHPCF provided increasing reduction
current density at higher rotation speeds (Figure 4B). In order
to study the ORR reaction mechanism of NHPCF, the RRDE
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FIGURE 3 | (A) LSV curves for Pt/C (10%), NCF, HPCF, and NHPCF in 0.5M H2SO4 solution with scan rate of 5 mV·s−1, (B) Tafel plots (C) Nyquist plots of NCF,

HPCF, and NHPCF, (D) current–time plot at −0.15 V (vs. RHE) (inset shows initial polarization curves for NHPCF and that after 2,000 cycles of potential sweeps),

(E) CV curves of NHPCF at different scan rates, and (F) corresponding evaluation of the Cdl for NHPCF.

FIGURE 4 | (A) LSV curves of NCF, HPCF, NHPCF and Pt/C in O2-saturated 0.1M KOH at 1,600 rpm with 5 mV·s−1, (B) LSV curves of NHPCF with different rotate

speed in O2-saturated 0.1M KOH, (C) the electron transfer number (n) and peroxide yield of NHPCF in O2-saturated 0.1M KOH at 1,600 rpm, (D) Tolerance tests of

NHPCF and Pt/C in O2-saturated KOH (0.1M) with methanol (1M) at 1,600 rpm, (E) Chronoamperometry curves of NHPCF and Pt/C electrodes at 0.45 V (vs. RHE)

at 1,600 rpm and (F) Accelerated durability test (ADT) of NHPCF in O2-saturated 0.1M KOH.
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FIGURE 5 | The (A) proposed catalytic mechanism of NHPCF CAC for HER and ORR, (B–D) surface areas composition, and (E) pore volumes of NCF, HPCF,

and NHPCF.

voltammograms are measured to evaluate the electron transfer
number (n) and H2O2 yields (Figure S4d). The average n value
is calculated to be 3.9, corresponding to a low H2O2 yield
of 4.9 mol% (Figure 4C). These results revealed a dominant
4e− reduction pathway in the ORR process (Li et al., 2017).
Therefore, NHPCF is a quite promising candidate for the
noble-metal based ORR catalysts. The oxidations of CH3OH
on Pt-based catalysts are serious impediments for the stable
electrochemical performances in fuel cells. Thus, the poisoning
effects of CH3OH toward NHPCF are measured through i–t
chronoamperometric response in O2-saturated KOH solution
(0.1M) with CH3OH (1M). Compared with Pt/C (20%) catalysts,
NHPCF showed a tiny current density loss, declaring excellent
tolerance to the CH3OH poisoning effect (Figure 4D). The
stability of catalyst is one of the major concerns in current
alkaline fuel cell technology. The stability of Pt/C and NHPCF
also is tested by using i–t chronoamperometric response at
0.45V (Figure 4E). As a comparison, NHPCF displayed the
highest stability, maintaining a high relative current of 88.2%
after 54,000 s, whereas the commercial Pt/C (20%) catalysts
revealed a low relative current of 43% under the same
conditions. Additionally, accelerated degradation test (ADT) is
carried out in O2-saturated KOH (0.1M) by continuous CV
tests between 0.2 and 1.2V (vs. RHE) for 10,000 cycles at
a scan rate of 100 mV·s−1. After ADT test, the half-wave
potential (E1/2) for NHPCF shifted without clear deviation
(almost 0mV), further demonstrating its superior robust stability
(Figure 4F).

Overall, the catalytic properties of NHPCF compare favorably
to the value obtained using most other carbon-based catalysts
(Tables S4, S5). The superior HER and ORR activity of NHPCF
could be rationalized as follows: the pyridinic-N species in
carbon framework provide more in-plane active sites for catalytic
reaction (Zhang et al., 2016b). The hierarchical pores are
conductive to the exposure of edge-defective active sites and
facilitate sufficient mass-transport of reactants and products
(Zhan et al., 2018). Higher external surface area guarantees the

availability of more active sites during electrocatalytic process
(Zeng et al., 2016). The three dimensional carbon framework
configuration (hierarchical layer-like structure) of NHPCF offer
loose textures and open spaces for easy diffusion and adsorption
of electrolyte and efficient use of active sites (Figure 5A) (Jiang
et al., 2017). The main achievement of this study is the
successful regulation of micropore and mesoporous distribution.
The proportion of external surface area in total surface area
significantly increased (Figures 5B–D). In the modified CAC
samples, the external surface becomes the main component.
The ratio of total pore volume to microporous volume also
increases significantly due to the increasing external surface area
(Figure 5E). These changes in morphology can be considered
as a reason for the improved apparent catalytic performances
of CAC.

CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, highly efficient CAC material can be synthesized
by using natural cattail fibers as raw materials via direct chemical
activation and following N-doping modification treatments.
Preferable HER performances, including early onset potentials,
small Tafel slopes and excellent stability are obtained in acidic
media with NHPCF as catalyst. NHPCF also presented high ORR
activity, superior stability and tolerance to methanol poisoning
effects in the alkaline media. The efficient catalytic performances
of NHPCF toward HER and ORR should be assigned to
the construction of unique hierarchical porous structure, high
electrochemical active surface, defective carbon and sufficient N
elemental doping structure. These positive results demonstrated
that KHCO3 activation combined with N-doping modification
is a promising method to create CAC materials from the
original biomass for the diversity of potential applications.
This work demonstrates a new design strategy for the
conversion of renewable biomass into available electrochemical
catalysts, which is beneficial to promote the sustainable
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development of society based on renewable energy harvest
and conversion.
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